
Video – This is Honeywell’s vision for the future (2’movie)
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Va multumesc pentru invitatia de a participa si a prezenta la aceasta conferinta. Honeywell 

Buildings Solutions este o divizie a grupului Honeywell, specializata in solutii de 

automatizare pentru cladiri. Cu o experienta de 125 de ani in acest domeniu, si un 

portofoliu de peste 10 milioane de cladiri la nivel mondial, firma noastra are o pozitie 

privilegiata in transformarile fundamentale pe care noile devzoltari technologice le aduc 

felului in care traim, lucram si interactionam. 
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Orasele in care traim devin din ce in mai complexe. In momentul de fata 54% din populatia globala 

traieste in orase si pana in 2050 acest procentaj va creste la 63%. Oamenii vor sa traiasca in orase 

mai curate, mai degajate, mai sigure si mai sustenabile. Desi ocupa doar 2% din suprafata terestra, 

orasele reprezinta 80% din consumul de energie si 75% din emisiile de carbon. 

Planificatorii oraselor au o sarcina din ce in ce mai complexa, fiind confruntati cu provocari diverse 

si adesea contradictorii: atragerea rezidentilor, a investitiilor, reducerea costurilor, crestere pe 

termen lung, sustenabilitate: economica, social si de mediu…

Cladirile sunt de departe cel mai important element intr-un oras: sunt ceea ce defineste o asezare 

urbana, sunt locurile in care oamenii traiesc, muncesc, interactioneaza. Pe de alta parte, sunt 

principalele consumatoare de energie si principalele responsabile emisii de CO2.  Nu poate exista 

un oras inteligent fara cladiri inteligente. 
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Cladirile

• Consuma 60% din energia globala si 40% din resursele globale, 25% din consumul de 

apa si 33% din emisiile de gaze cu efect de sera.

Dar, prin aplicarea technologiilor pentru orase inteligente, putem reduce:

• 40% din consumul de energie

• 30% din consumul de apa

• 10-30% din cheltuielile de mentenanta a cladirilor

• Si deci putem imbunatatii ciclul de viata al cladirilor cu 0%

O cladire inteligenta foloseste spatiul in mod efficient, ajuta la cresterea productivitatii, a 

comfortului si creeaza o comunitate. 
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The evolution of technology and impact of globalisation is being felt in across facilities 

today.  Having an understanding of how various global trends are affecting facilities is 

crucial in determining how the next steps in smart building evolution and how the goal 

posts are moving. 

To talk to a few of the trends relevant:

-Growing urbanization has resulted in people spending more time in buildings.  

-Buildings consume 40% of global energy consumption

-80% of buildings total lifecycle cost occurs post construction

-We are consuming media and the news cycle is 24/7 with the rise of social media.  A single 

customers comment has the power to impact your business

-Pervasiveness of technology, ubiquitous connectivity, and an increasingly evolving 

machine-to-machine (M2M) environment will continue to impact and influence how smart 

buildings are operated, which will raise the need for protection against cyber risks quite 

significantly.  

•The concept of the internet of things or IoT is based on the premise that any device 

having an on/off switch can be connected to the Internet and to other such devices as well 
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as to the surrounding infrastructure and even people.  And by 2020 there will be 50 billion 

devices connected and 81% of those will be within buildings.

•The Internet of Things is also thriving thanks to the exponential growth of the Cloud and Big 

Data.

•This robust and expanding ecosystem is fueling the growth of smart buildings that could 

bring major benefits to occupants and organizations.

•And let’s not forget the evolution of expectations with millennials entering the workforce.  

They will fundamentally challenge communication and collaboration processes, they have 

expectations to real-time  access anywhere and to ensure building can attract top talent we 

need to be mindful of their expectations.  

So though the goal posts are moving, there are many opportunities and threats for all 

industry stakeholders, depending upon your appetite for innovation and change. 

companies can strengthen their position in a competitive market. Rapid population growth 

and urbanisation, the demand for increasingly high energy efficiency, and technologies for 

intelligent buildings and materials offer challenges as well as opportunities.

We live in a time of digital evolution.  Some view it is digital disruption but others as an 

opportunity to solve new business challenges.
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Si ritmul evolutiei tehnologice este accelerat.

Operatorii de cladiri se pot astepta sa vada tehnologii care sunt in mod traditional 

tehnologii pentru consumatori private, utilizate in cladiri. Nu este doar vorba despre date, 

ci despre felul in care consumam datele si despre cum aplicam informatiile pentru a crea 

cladiri mai bune, mai performante si mai atragatoare pentru consummator.

Aceasta transformate este posibila prin:

Cresterea puterii de procesare la un cost mai mic

•In termenii actuali: 2 zile de date = toate datele generate inainte de 2003 , deci cantitatea 

de date creste exponential, indiferent de industria in care sunteti trebuie sa extrageti 

valoare din aceste date si aceasta este valoare claudului 

•1985 = costa $100K pentru a stoca 1 GB data  &  2013 = 5c pentru a stoca 1 GB data*

Miniaturizarea

•ENIAC, primul computer construit in timpul celui de al doilea razoi mondila cantarea 2 tone 

si avea 165m2; cam cat un apartament de standing 

•Ubicuitatea Wireless

•83% din volumul de munca al unei firme va fi in cloud. 
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A lot of data is produced in  buildings and cloud can aggregate and distribute this but what 

is the point if it doesn’t provide actionable insights that means an offering that is focusing 

on business outcomes?

Our purpose is to use big data analytics to help building owners and managers to take the 

right decisions that will impact their OpEx and ultimately CapEx

If we can predict a fault before it happens, assets can run better for longer hence reducing 

the need for capex investments and proving an opportunity to better manage a building 

portfolio

Adding to this building users interactions provide building managers and owner an accurate 

view of how the building is used and experienced. A better understanding of building 

experience enable facility owners to get a better return on their space

Honeywell is at the intersect of OT and IT, legacy mechanical and ICT
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Honeywell Smart Building Score – what is it:

A few years ago, we launched a unique framework to calculate the smartness of buildings in the US, 

China, India and the Middle East. Unlike many other studies, the Honeywell Smart Building Score is 

looking at building IQ from 

At the base: 

-safety/Security

-Green/Sustainable

-Productive/Wellness

Honeywell Smart Building Score – methodology:

We have teamed up with independent researchers such as Nielsen, IHS, KPMG and E&Y and 

surveyed 1000s of buildings in the US and in high growth regions across key verticals including 

airports, hospitals, commercial office and residential buildings, hotels, schools and retail.

Our experts identified 15 core assets relating to three elements of safe, green and productive, and 

devised a methodology for measuring and scoring the effectiveness of those assets.
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• The safe category includes access control, 

surveillance monitoring, fire systems, emergency 

communications, and health and life safety 

systems

• The green category looks at a building's use of 

natural resources, flexible cooling systems, and 

energy consumption monitoring — all of which 

impact a facility's environmental footprint and 

utility costs

• The productive category measures those 

technologies that help boost productivity, and 

includes lighting systems, data and 

communications infrastructure such as wired and 

wireless networks, and backup electricity systems 

Each of the 15 core assets were then assessed against

-Capabilities – what are the functionalities of the asset?

-Coverage – does the assess actually cover the whole building or perimeter?

-Uptime – is it actually working? Ie asset might be there but functionality is not turned on

So the HSBS  framework we’ve been using is not only looking at how smart a building is at the start of 

its lifecycle, but also and most importantly throughout the building usage where element such as 

automation, integration and analytics are becoming more and more important

As you can see from the graph herewith, whilst passive elements such as 

• Location

• Type of Architecture

• Type of Materials used 

are very important during the design and the construction phase, 

Over the lifecycle of the building, it is actually the active elements of level of

• Automation

• Integration

• Ability to drive data analytics 
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That actually take more importance over the age of the building

Honeywell Smart Building Score - Some of the key findings:

• Newer is NOT always better

• Gap between perceived and actual scores 

• Being safe is a primary concern

• Voluntary leadership and building regulations are crucial

• System integration by design is lagging

A smart building is one that combines/balances three core elements:

� It is safe: Its assets allow the building and its occupants to be safe and secure.

Safe: includes access control, surveillance monitoring, fire systems, emergency communications, and 

health and life safety systems

• People & vehicle screening & access control 

• Surveillance & intrusion monitoring

• Fire detection & notification

• Gas & water leakage detection & notification

• Disaster response

• Worker safety & personal protection

� It is green:  Its assets allow the building and its occupants to conserve natural resources.

Green: looks at a building's use of natural resources, flexible cooling systems, and energy 

consumption monitoring — all of which impact a facility's environmental footprint and utility costs 

• Flexible cooling and heating 

• Conservation & efficient use of natural resources

• Energy efficient electrical appliances & plumbing fixtures

• Power consumption monitoring & control

� And it is productive: Its assets enable the building and its occupants to be productive.

Productive: measures technologies that help boost productivity, including lighting systems, wired and 

wireless networks, and backup electricity systems 

• Indoor environment comfort, quality & control

• People, vehicle & cargo movement management

• Wired communication & data infrastructure
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• Wireless communication & data infrastructure

• Uninterrupted power supply

The smartest buildings combine these three elements in the most effective way possible. 

Honeywell Smart Building Score –Recommendations:

For Government and Policy Makers

• Draw from the experiences of regional best performers where comprehensive building 

codes have been enforced upon a large share of the total built environment leading to 

high rankings 

• Consider implementing a set of internationally proven incentive schemes, both monetary 

and non-monetary. Together with further guidance, these could support a faster and more 

comprehensive implementation

• Look for ways to stimulate the exchange of expertise between regions/countries and 

institutions. This would lead to faster adoption of regional policy best practices as well as 

increased discussion of how to enforce design details such as a maximum energy 

consumption per square meter through tendering

For Developers, Owners And Facility Management

• Applying the latest green, safety and productivity assets to a larger number of buildings, 

as well as covering a greater share of each building’s total area

• Engaging and coordinating with stakeholders at the very early stage of planning and 

design, to enable better connected and integrated systems, and maximize asset benefits

• Increasing the uptime of available assets through shorter maintenance cycles to prevent 

downtime - or better programming in the case of elevator management

• Increasing the training of asset-handling personnel to ensure asset capability is translated 

into performance

Industry Associations, Consultants, Architects And Service Providers

• Increasing efforts to communicate general advantages of Green, Safe and Productive 

buildings

• Breaking down policy requirements into transparent work packages that can be 

understood by less-trained personnel - e.g. breaking down tender specifications into 

maximum installed capacity of an AC system, instead of a general statement that 

implementing construction section only needs to comply with local rules and regulations

• Deploying best practices as showcase buildings

• Setting national/regional best practices and developing Sustainability Valuation Studies 

that show the impact of a wide scale adoption of these best practices for the 

local/regional economy
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So the HSBS  framework we’ve been using is not only looking at how smart a building is at 

the start of its lifecycle, but also and most importantly throughout the building usage 

where element such as automation, integration and analytics are becoming more and more 

important

As you can see from the graph herewith, whilst passive elements such as 

Location

Type of Architecture

Type of Materials used 

are very important during the design and the construction phase, 

Over the lifecycle of the building, it is actually the active elements of level of

Automation

Integration

Ability to drive data analytics 

That actually take more importance over the age of the building
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S-a vorbit mult despre tehnologie disruptive astazi, si industria constructiilor este profund 

afectate. 

Cateva exemple: 

Conceptul de Smart City devine din ce in ce mai adoptat si utilizat, trecand-se de la un 

“concept theoretic” la punerea lui in practica. In 2017 au fost reailzate 270 de proiecte 

smart city si numarul lor creste exponential in acest an. 

Se estimeaza de catre Gartner ca smart commercial buildings - cladirile comerciale 

inteligente vor avea un rol primordial in a permite oraselor inteligente sa isi atinga telurile 

de sustenabilitate, reprezentand mai mult de 50% din baza instalata de IoT in 2020.
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Outcome Based Services is only one of the examples that are big data analytics and cloud 

driven that we’ve launched recently and that Paul will discuss in further details after the 

plenary session 

Our portfolio is focusing on Improving visibility on what is happening in the building in real 

time and ensure you have the tools to make smart and fast decisions

Worth mentioning the building occupant app vector which enable employees, guests, 

occupants to get frictionless access, control their comfort levels such as temperature and 

lights, book office space by being integrated in 0364, find their way across buildings and 

many more functionalities to come

And for real estate managers have real time insights on how their assets are utilized so that 

they can ensure they are not paying rent or maintenance fees for nothing and also have 

data driven arguments on why a spot in their mall for instance is more valuable then 

another

Company Internal
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We’ve launched Space Sense in June of this year

A data driven dashboard that provide you in real time information about how space is 

utilized

Data is collected from a series of different sensors types both Honeywell’s and non 

Honeywell

The data generate visually intuitive dashboard that tell facility managers where places are 

overcrowed versus under utilized and also provide historic data

=> Again do not miss Paul’s session as he dwells into this or join us at the demo center
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As I mentioned I have been based in Dubai for the last 10 years, a city that is often making 

the headlines for their gigantic announcements and one of its most recognizable symbols, 

the Burj Khalifa, is no exception: Tallest building in the world. Tallest service elevator in a 

building. Tallest free-standing structure. Highest number of stories. Highest occupied floor. 

Highest outdoor observation deck.

Honeywell has been servicing this tower or the last 10 years and due to the nature of its 

occupants, perfect maintenance is paramount this is why in 2013 they moved from 

traditional maintenance to a reliability centered maintenance model (RCM) and two years 

later to an energy centered maintenance. This was still very time and labor intensive and in 

2017 they came to Honeywell to work jointly with them on predictive analytics based 

maintenance (ABM) applied to mechanical assets..

Based on a joint functional analysis that also increased and enhanced our rule library with 

root cause identification, the outcome of the pilots could clearly show 

1)An increased uptime from 90.5% in traditional maintenance, 95% with RCM to 99.5% 

with ABM

2)An increased reliability from 85.2% in traditional maintenance to 98%

3)A mean time to repair decreasing from more than 16h in traditional maintenance to 5h
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